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The world needs beautiful design. But aesthetics are
inherently subjective. In Design Currency, authors Jenn
and Ken Visocky O’Grady show you how to frame the
value of your design work in terms that your business
partners will both understand and respect. An actionable
resource, Design Currency empowers you to do your job
with less pushback on aesthetic decisions, encourages
earlier involvement in the creation process, and makes it
easier for you to justify your fees. For a designer,
understanding how your work creates value is essential
to growing your business and building better, more
profitable relationships. Those relationships are easier to
initiate, establish, and retain when you can clearly
explain how your capabilities meet your client’s needs.
This book shows you how to do exactly that. In Design
Currency, you will learn how to: Leverage traditional
design skills in new ways Measure the value that your
design work brings to a project Articulate that value so
that you can position yourself as a partner in the
development process Charge what you’re worth and
prevent your job from getting crowd-sourced or outsourced Generate business value by better identifying
audience needs
Theories normally seek to explain something. 118
Theories of Design[ing] asks us to question those
explanations. By focusing on a broad range of somewhat
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overlooked and undervalued essays, papers, book
articles, words, terms, authors and phenomena that swirl
around design[ing], the reader is encouraged to read,
reflect and question everything. This original book will
appeal to a global market of university faculty heads and
deans, museum directors, design educators, design
researchers, key design practitioners, publishers,
members of the design media, and undergraduate,
postgraduate and post-doctoral students of design.
The effective management of facilities can significantly
improve business productivity. In this textbook the
authors provide an overview of facility economics and
outline the way in which businesses and facility
managers can get better value from their physical
assets. Students on facilities management and property
related degrees will find this an invaluable introduction.
The Strategic DesignerTools & Techniques for Managing
the Design ProcessHOW Books
Passivhaus is the fastest growing energy performance
standard in the world, with almost 50,000 buildings
realised to date. Applicable to both domestic and nondomestic building types, the strength of Passivhaus lies
in the simplicity of the concept. As European and global
energy directives move ever closer towards Zero (fossil)
Energy standards, Passivhaus provides a robust ‘fabric
first’ approach from which to make the next step. The
Passivhaus Designers Manual is the most
comprehensive technical guide available to those
wishing to design and build Passivhaus and Zero Energy
Buildings. As a technical reference for architects,
engineers and construction professionals The
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Passivhaus Designers Manual provides: State of the art
guidance for anyone designing or working on a
Passivhaus project; In depth information on building
services, including high performance ventilation systems
and ultra-low energy heating and cooling systems;
Holistic design guidance encompassing: daylight design,
ecological materials, thermal comfort, indoor air quality
and economics; Practical advice on procurement
methods, project management and quality assurance;
Renewable energy systems suitable for Passivhaus and
Zero Energy Buildings; Practical case studies from the
UK, USA, and Germany amongst others; Detailed
worked examples to show you how it’s done and what to
look out for; Expert advice from 20 world renowned
Passivhaus designers, architects, building physicists and
engineers. Lavishly illustrated with nearly 200 full colour
illustrations, and presented by two highly experienced
specialists, this is your one-stop shop for comprehensive
practical information on Passivhaus and Zero Energy
buildings.
Thoughts on Interaction Design explores the theory
behind the field of Interaction Design in a new way. It
aims to provide a better definition of Interaction Design
that encompasses the intellectual facets of the field and
the particular methods used by practitioners in their dayto-day experiences. It also attempts to provide
Interaction Designers with the vocabulary necessary to
justify their existence to other team members. The book
positions Interaction Design in a way that emphasizes
the intellectual facets of the discipline. It discusses the
role of language, argument, and rhetoric in the design of
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products, services, and systems. It examines various
academic approaches to thinking about Design, and
concludes that the Designer is a liberal artist left to infuse
empathy in technologically driven products. The book
also examines the tools and techniques used by
practitioners. These include methods for structuring large
quantities of data, ways of thinking about users, and
approaches for thinking about human behavior as it
unfolds over time. Finally, it introduces the idea of
Interaction Design as an integral facet of the business
development process. *First book to provide a solid
definition and framework for the booming field of
interaction design, finally giving designers the
justification needed to prove their essential role on every
development team *Provides designers with tools they
need to operate effectively in the workplace without
compromising their goals: making useable, useful, and
desirable products *Outlines process, theory, practice,
and challenges of interaction design – intertwined with
real world stories from a variety of perspectives
This book discusses a spectrum of approaches to
designing the food-energy-water nexus at different
spatial-urban scales. The book offers a framework for
working on the FEW-nexus in a design-led context and
integrates the design of urban neighbourhoods and
regions with methodologies how to simultaneously
engaging residents and stakeholders and evaluating the
propositions in a FEW-print, measuring the
environmental impact of the different designs. The
examples are derived from on the ground practices in
Sydney, Tokyo, Detroit, Amsterdam and Belfast.
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"Now in full-color throughout, the second edition of
Packaging Design offers fully up-to-date coverage of the
entire packaging design process, including the business
of packaging design, design principles, the creative
process, and pre-production and production issues. New
chapters cover topics related to branding, business
strategies, social responsibility, and sustainability. All
new case studies and examples illustrate every phase of
the process, making this the single most important guide
for designers on how to create successful packaging
designs that serve as the marketing vehicle for consumer
products"--Provided by publisher.

Software is the essential enabler for the new
economy and science. It creates new markets and
new directions for a more reliable, flexible, and
robust society. It empowers the exploration of our
world in ever more depth. However, software often
falls short behind our expectations. Current software
methodologies, tools, and techniques remain
expensive and not yet reliable for a highly
changeable and evolutionary market. Many
approaches have been proven only as case-by-case
oriented methods. This book presents a number of
new trends and theories in the direction in which we
believe software science and engineering may
develop to transform the role of software and
science in tomorrows information society. This book
is an attempt to capture the essence of a new state
of art in software science and its supporting
technology. The bookPage
also
aims at identifying the
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challenges such a technology has to master. This
book covers subjects on Ontology and Software
Requirement, Enterprise and Conceptual Software
Models, Declarative Representation for Software
Development, Requirement Representation and
Formalization, Formal Specification and Language
Interpretation, Legacy Systems and Language
Conversions, Software Quality and Development
Measurement, and Software Development Practices
Models examples. Each of these chapters contains
well-reviewed and selected papers, so the reader
can enjoy the state-of-the-art on the need on such
new emerged technology.
This book investigates the potential contribution that
a strategic design approach can make to stimulating
and supporting the societal embedding of
sustainable PSSs (product-service systems). A new
strategic design role thus emerges; a role in which
the ideation and development of sustainable PSS
concepts is coupled with the designing of
appropriate transition paths (sequence of sociotechnical experiments) to gradually incubate,
introduce and diffuse these concepts. The book also
outlines the new design approach and capabilities
needed by strategic designers, project managers
and consultants to operate at such a strategic level.
On a more operational point of view, the work
presents a practical “how to do” design process and
associated guidelines to support practitioners in
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designing and managing the societal embedding
process of sustainable PSS innovations.
Maximising reader insights into the theory, models,
methods and fundamental reasoning of design, this
book addresses design activities in industrial
settings, as well as the actors involved. This
approach offers readers a new understanding of
design activities and related functions, properties
and dispositions. Presenting a ‘design mindset’ that
seeks to empower students, researchers, and
practitioners alike, it features a strong focus on how
designers create new concepts to be developed into
products, and how they generate new business and
satisfy human needs. Employing a multi-faceted
perspective, the book supplies the reader with a
comprehensive worldview of design in the form of a
proposed model that will empower their activities as
student, researcher or practitioner. We draw the
reader into the core role of design conceptualisation
for society, for the development of industry, for users
and buyers of products, and for citizens in relation to
public systems. The book also features original
contributions related to exploration,
conceptualisation and product synthesis. Exploring
both the power and limitations of formal design
process models, methods, and tools viewed in the
light of human ingenuity and cognition, the book
develops a unique design mindset that adds human
understanding to the list of methods and tools
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essential to design. This insight is distilled into useful
mindset heuristics included throughout the book.
Go beyond crafting a logo or brochure and learn
what it takes to design a commercial success.
The market for information technology products is
rapidly changing from a manufactur er-driven market
where new products were determined by the
evolution of technology, to a user-driven market
where users buy only products corresponding
exactly to their needs and where competition is very
strong. Confronted with this market situation,
hardware and software producers are being obliged
to adopt new strategies, and to make a large number
of products available on the market in response to a
variety of different needs. As a result of the
multiplicity of choice available, the design of an office
system which corresponds precisely to user needs is
becoming an increasingly complex task. With exactly
this in mind, the Commission, as early as 1985,
invited submissions of projects aiming at the
development of such adequate tools in its Call for
Proposals for the ESPRIT Programme, in order to
assist companies in the design of their office
systems. This topic was recognised as being of
strategic importance, considering the low level of
penetration of Information Technology in European
enterprises compared to the United States and
Japan. Following this strategy, the project TODOS
was selected and launched. This project has
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successfully developed tools and methods for the
definition of the functional specifi cation of the office
system, as well as the system architecture and user
interface -results which can be of great interest for
the IT community at large.
This book discusses how to build optimization tools
able to generate better future studies. It aims at
showing how these tools can be used to develop an
adaptive learning environment that can be used for
decision making in the presence of uncertainties.
The book starts with existing fuzzy techniques and
multicriteria decision making approaches and shows
how to combine them in more effective tools to
model future events and take therefore better
decisions. The first part of the book is dedicated to
the theories behind fuzzy optimization and fuzzy
cognitive map, while the second part presents new
approaches developed by the authors with their
practical application to trend impact analysis,
scenario planning and strategic formulation. The
book is aimed at two groups of readers, interested in
linking the future studies with artificial intelligence.
The first group includes social scientists seeking for
improved methods for strategic prospective. The
second group includes computer scientists and
engineers seeking for new applications and current
developments of Soft Computing methods for
forecasting in social science, but not limited to this.
Gestaltungsfaktoren bilden als Einflussfaktoren auf
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den Entwurf einer Designlösung die Basis für
Konzeption und Design. In diesem Buch wird ein
Ansatz zur vernetzten, kontextbezogenen
Repräsentation und Kommunikation von
Gestaltungsfaktoren durch Charaktere entwickelt
und anhand einer ihrer Ausprägungen untersucht,
den dazu eingeführten Boundary Actors. Charaktere
sind Modelle, die Gestaltungsfaktoren zu
Eigenschaftsprofilen zusammenfassen. Sie
fungieren im Entwurfsprozess als Akteure, die in
Szenarien eingebunden, den Lösungsraum
begrenzen und Designlösungen abstrakt
beschreiben. Sie nutzen die Eigenschaft von
Modellen, Zusammenhänge ganzheitlich vernetzt
darzustellen und auf relevante Aspekte zu
fokussieren. Zugleich nutzen sie die Stärke mentaler
Modelle und von Charakter als Wesensart,
Eigenschaftsprofile ganzheitlich greifbar und
prägnant zu kommunizieren. So bilden sie eine
interdisziplinäre Kommunikationsbasis für ein
besseres gemeinsames Verständnis der
Projektbeteiligten. Design factors are requirements
constituting the basis for conception and design in
an informally outlined way. The definition of
characters is introduced as representation of linked
design factors. These characters make use of model
properties to focus on relevant aspects and illustrate
interrelations holistically in a cross-linked way.
Simultaneously, they employ the power of mental
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models and human character to communicate a
property profile holistically and concisely. This
empowers characters to establish a basis for
transboundary communication between knowledge
domains. Besides, they enhance the team members
shared understanding of the design factors relevant
to find a design solution.
This book is concerned with the development of
human factors inputs to software design. The aim is
to create products which match the requirements
and characteristics of users and which offer usable
user interfaces. The HUFIT project - Human Factors
in Information Technology - was carried out within
the European Strategic Programme for Research
and Development in Information Technology
(ESPRIT) with the objective of enhancing the quality
of software design within the European Community.
The variety of activities undertaken to achieve this
goal are reflected in this book. It describes human
factors knowledge and tools for integration in
information technology supplier organisations.
Digitalization will create opportunities for
entrepreneurs and businesses, while also bringing
enormous benefits to consumers Mukhisa Kituyi,
UNCTAD [www7] “I manage the company, but I see
that this activity is not enough for customers”. ?This
statement came to my mind when I managed my
company. I also encounter the same problem during
business consultations through ?www.softwarePage 11/24
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engineers.org website. Furthermore, this problem is
often described in economic informatics publication trying to solve this problem for many years! So, why
is it that our companies do not meet the needs of
customers? But then, how to solve this problem? In
fact, no one is surprised that the mobile network, the
internet, mobile devices and IT systems have a
considerable impact on enterprises. Whereas, only
those companies that have the courage to
implement new solutions - gain a competitive
advantage with these solutions. Therefore, this guide
primarily aims to present a practical and proven path
of project work allowing the company to develop IT
and e-business. It summaries guidelines for
entrepreneurs, based both on international literature
and market practices, as well as on the experience
of the author himself - a practicing business analyst.
It is basically related to Business-IT alignment. As a
result, the use of IT in business is more predictable.
P.S. Dear Reader, express your opinion about this
publication on the forum www.softwareengineers.org? and I will take your comments into
the next version! Artur Machura, Scientist &
Business Analyst
Today, design is a critical business competency, and
designers need to play a leadership role. This guide
helps you transform yourself into a strategic designer
and take your seat at the table where key decisions
are made. Youll master a breakthrough process for
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creating innovative product and service visions and
translating them into high-value market offerings.
Defining an effective product vision requires deep
discipline and multiple skills. Drawing on their
pioneering experience, Laura Fish and Scott
Kiekbusch guide you through every step, helping you
organize strategy, plan for innovation, and tell a clear
story of your customers future experience. Once
youve defined a strategy-led product vision, make it
real. The authors agile Visioneering techniques help
you navigate fast-changing product journeys
iteratively and continuously improving experiences
while staying aligned with your mission and purpose.
With these tools and insights, you can lead businesscritical projects today, shape your companys future,
and achieve more than you ever thought possible.
Learn How To: Move from tactical to strategic
designer, and gain a more influential leadership role
Create strategy-led product visions the organization
can rally around and deliver Lead the unification of
design, engineering, and business to mindfully craft
outstanding user experiences Go beyond obsolete
roadmaps to implement product visions in a world
that wont stop changing Influence and improve the
long-term direction of your business to effect realworld positive change.
This book will help design professionals to become
familiar with effective practices and tools for strategic
innovation.
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The three-volume set LNCS 8009-8011 constitutes
the refereed proceedings of the 7th International
Conference on Universal Access in HumanComputer Interaction, UAHCI 2013, held as part of
the 15th International Conference on HumanComputer Interaction, HCII 2013, held in Las Vegas,
USA in July 2013, jointly with 12 other thematically
similar conferences. The total of 1666 papers and
303 posters presented at the HCII 2013 conferences
was carefully reviewed and selected from 5210
submissions. These papers address the latest
research and development efforts and highlight the
human aspects of design and use of computing
systems. The papers accepted for presentation
thoroughly cover the entire field of human-computer
interaction, addressing major advances in
knowledge and effective use of computers in a
variety of application areas. The total of 230
contributions included in the UAHCI proceedings
were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in
this three-volume set. The 74 papers included in this
volume are organized in the following topical
sections: design for all methods, techniques and
tools; eInclusion practice; universal access to the
built environment; multi-sensory and multimodal
interfaces; brain-computer interfaces.
Innovations in Strategy Crafting is a provocative
work for strategists and executives as well as
innovators, planners, implementers, and students of
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strategy and innovation across any industry. Robert
Brodnick, Ph.D., a recognized thought leader in the
field, draws on his strengths in strategy, innovation,
facilitation, design thinking, and organizational
development and change to help today's
organizations thrive in a time of uncertainty and
complexity. Each chapter contains applicable tools
and detailed graphics that the author has used in his
work with organizations across industries, at the
university level, as the co-founder of Sierra Learning
Solutions, and with his collaborators. The author-with
help from collaborators-explores the fundamental
patterns that compose the world in which we live,
how we can apply both the arts and mathematics to
strategy, how turbulence can be used constructively
when crafting strategy, and what he believes may be
the next innovations in strategy crafting.
Esta obra reúne una serie de tecnicismos propios
del diseño gráfico, con los que propone el uso de un
repertorio común y actualizado del lenguaje
disciplinar, con la intención de mitigar las diversas
interpretaciones de conceptos fundamentales
existentes en los países hispanoparlantes, apoyando
así a la formación superior en el ramo. Incluye
explicaciones claras, cuya extensión refleja el amplio
léxico que, de acuerdo con el consenso académico,
todo diseñador debería conocer y manejar
hábilmente.
A guide to strategic communication for stronger
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brands! Powerful brands succeed because of the
quality of the long-term relationships they establish
with customers and stakeholders. At their
foundation, these relationships are built upon
consistent and meaningful strategic communications.
These communications are developed around a
framework that defines business goals, considers
the audience's needs, surveys the competitive
environment, identifies a unique value proposition
and establishes a metric for success. Strategic
communications are also integrated, bringing
together marketing, public relations and internal
communications. They are accountable through
measurement, and they are accountable to their
stakeholders, the various publics and their
customers. In this book, author David Holston takes
the daunting task of smart communication and
makes it manageable in just four steps. Holston has
worked in the areas of marketing, advertising,
communication planning, design management and
public affairs for leading organizations for the past 25
years. He is also a national speaker and the author
of two additional books, The Strategic Designer:
Tools and Techniques for Managing the Design
Process and Design for Online Engagement: SEO,
Content and Design Optimization for Editors and
Designers. This indispensable guide provides you
with a process for developing visual strategic
communications that are sure to help your brands
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succeed.
The design profession has been asking itself some
important questions lately. How do designers deal
with the increasing complexity of design problems?
What skills do designers need to be competitive in
the future? How do designers become co-creators
with clients and audiences? How do designers prove
their value to business? Designers are looking for
ways to stay competitive in the conceptual economy
and address the increasing complexity of design
problems. By adopting a process that considers
collaboration, context and accountability, designers
move from 'makers of things' to 'design strategists.'
The Strategic Designer shows designers how to
build strong client relationships, elevate their
standing with clients, increase project success rates,
boost efficiency and enhance their creativity.
New research has exposed our leadership paradigm
as a outdated mess of flawed models and practices.
By working with great leaders and observing their
common attitudes and behaviours, Richard Hames
has cracked a universal code based on intelligence,
appreciation and collaboration. This code unlocks
Five Literacies of Global Leadership. These
behaviours are the trade secrets of the artists and
alchemists among us. Often instinctively, these
leaders charge others with energy, search for new
perspectives and embrace diversity. And they are
driven by dialogue. This book reveals approaches
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and attitudes that they all share - and that can make
anyone an exceptional leader.
This proceedings volume presents the latest
research from the worldwide mass customization,
personalization and co-creation (MCPC) community
bringing together new thoughts and results from
various disciplines within the field. The chapters are
based on papers from The MCPC 2015 Conference
where the emphasis was placed on “managing
complexity.” MCPC is now beginning to emerge in
many industries as a profitable business model. But
customization and personalization go far beyond the
sheer individualization of products and become an
extension of current business models and production
styles. This book covers topics such as complexity
management of knowledge-based systems in
manufacturing design and production, sustainable
mass customization, choice navigation, and product
modeling. The chapters are contributed by a wide
range of specialists, offering cutting-edge research,
as well as insightful advances in industrial practice in
key areas. The MCPC 2015 Conference had a
strong focus on real life MCPC applications, and this
proceedings volume reflects this. MCPC strategies
aim to profit from the fact that people are different.
Their objective is to turn customer heterogeneities
into profit opportunities, hence addressing the
current trend of long tail business models. Mass
customization means to provide goods and services
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that best serve individual customers’ personal
needs with near mass production efficiency. This
book brings together the latest from MCPC thought
leaders, entrepreneurs, technology developers, and
researchers that use these strategies in practice.
Today's age of disruptive technology is a strategic
game changer for most organizations. Unpredictable
market conditions create unprecedented challenges
for simple organizational survival, let alone avenues
for innovation and growth. This volume explores this
dynamic environment in which corporate
entrepreneurship strategies are pursued.
First Published in 1994. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Proceedings
A guide to strategic communication for stronger
brands! Powerful brands succeed because of the
quality of the long-term relationships they establish
with customers and stakeholders. At their
foundation, these relationships are built upon
consistent and meaningful strategic communications.
These communications are developed around a
framework that defines business goals, considers
the audience's needs, surveys the competitive
environment, identifies a unique value proposition
and establishes a metric for success. Strategic
communications are also integrated, bringing
together marketing, public relations and internal
communications. They are accountable through
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measurement, and they are accountable to their
stakeholders, the various publics and their
customers. In this book, author David Holston takes
the daunting task of smart communication and
makes it manageable in just four steps. Holston has
worked in the areas of marketing, advertising,
communication planning, design management and
public affairs for leading organizations for the past 25
years. He is also a national speaker and the author
of two additional books, The Strategic Designer:
Tools and Techniques for Managing the Design
Process and Design for Online Engagement: SEO,
Content and Design Optimization for Editors and
Designers . This indispensable guide provides you
with a process for developing visual strategic
communications that are sure to help your brands
succeed.
An exploration of how ergonomics can contribute to
the solution of important societal and engineering
challenges, Advances in Social and Organizational
Factors discusses the optimization of sociotechnical
systems, including their organizational structures,
policies, and processes. It includes coverage of
communication, crew resource management, wor
????????,???????;????,?????????????????????????
?????,????????,????????
The proceedings of the fourth VDM Symposium are
presented here in two volumes. Volume 1 contains
invited and contributed papers, reports and
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abstracts. Volume 2 contains introductory and
advanced tutorials. A large number of methods for
formal software development besides VDM are
presented.
This book examines the nature of service design and
service thinking in healthcare and hospital
management. By adopting both a service-based
provider perspective and a consumer-oriented
perspective, the book highlights various healthcare
services, methods and tools that are desirable for
customers and effective for healthcare providers. In
addition, readers will learn about new research
directions, as well as strategies and innovations to
develop service solutions that are affordable,
sustainable, and consumer-oriented. Lastly, the book
discusses policy options to improve the service
delivery process and customer satisfaction in the
healthcare and hospital sector. The contributors
cover various aspects and fields of application of
service design and service thinking, including service
design processes, tools and methods; service
blueprints and service delivery; creation and
implementation of services; interaction design and
user experience; design of service touchpoints and
service interfaces; service excellence and service
innovation. The book will appeal to all scholars and
practitioners in the hospital and healthcare sector
who are interested in organizational development,
service business model innovation, customer
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involvement and perceptions, and service
experience.
This book provides accessible, comprehensive
guidance on service design and enables
practitioners approaching the discipline for the first
time to develop the strategic mindset needed to
exploit its innovation potential. The opening chapters
trace the origins of service design and examine its
links with service innovation, as well as its strategic
role in service organizations. It then offers step-bystep guidance on tackling a service design project,
explaining the main design elements and indications
of various useful design tools. It also introduces the
topic of evaluation as a support practice in designing
or redesigning better services, and providing
evidence concerning the value of service design
interventions. The third chapter explores how
evaluation is currently approached in service design
practice through the analysis of a number of case
studies. Based on these experiences it extensively
discusses evaluation, with a particular focus on
service evaluation, and explains its importance in
supporting service design and fostering innovation
throughout the service design process. Further it
describes pragmatic directions for setting up and
conducting a service evaluation strategy. The
concluding chapter uses an interpretive model to
summarize the role evaluation could have in service
design practice and focuses on interdisciplinary
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competences that need to be acquired by service
designers in order to address the evolution of the
discipline. The novel approach adopted in the book
fosters the growing interest in design-driven service
innovation and assists in realizing its full potential in
both the private and the public sector.
The 15th Passive and Low Energy Architecture
(PLEA) conference considered the issues of
sustainability and environmental friendliness at the
city scale. Some 150 papers address the many and
varied questions faced by architects and planners in
reducing the impact on the environment of cities and
their buildings.
It is the aim of this study to present a framework for
the design of technical systems. This can be
achieved through a general Design Science, a
knowledge system in which products are seen as
objects to be developed within engineering design
processes. The authors have developed this design
science from a division of the knowledge system
along two axes. One deals with knowledge about
technical systems and design processes while the
other presents descriptive statements. Relationships
among the various sections of the knowledge system
are made clear. Well-known insights into engineering
design, the process, its management and its
products are placed into new contexts. Particular
attention is given to various areas of applicability.
Widespread use throughout is made of easily
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assimilated diagrams and models.
????????????????????,?????????,?????,?????????,
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